


Laundry bag: initial reference

This proposal is to develop a lightweight constructive system based on 
a continuous bent element and a tensioned textile element. Elements of 
these constructive characteristics could be found in the fishing realm, 
with objects such as fishing rods and nets.

< Junctions between two structures adjacent on the 
same plane

^ Nodes between perpendicular planes
TO BE EXPLORED THROUGH CONSTRUCTION:
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Laundry bag: initial reference

^ Bracing textiles through seams for added stability

The prototype would be a tall element (3 to 4 metres in height) which 
would require reinforcement through bracing.

3+ metres high

Some structural hypothese
s



This proposal is to develop a lightweight constructive system based on a                     
continuous bent element and a tensioned textile element. Elements of these cons-
tructive characteristics could be found in the world of fishing, with objects such as 
fishing rods and nets.

The following interesting elements could be developed through the construction of 
this prototype:

- “side by side” junctions between two bent structures adjacent on the same plane
- nodes between perpendicular planes
- tensioning of textile elements through large-scale seams

This system involves the revision of the camping tent system through its applica-
tion to larger scale constructions. The prototype should have a minimum height to 
enable an occupant to stand completely upright in its interior, and potentially could 
go up to 3+ metres high.

The system can be built up on flat planes that can then be assembled without any 
need for machinery, thus allowing construction by 5 to 10 people. These structures 
could be of interest for low cost solutions. 

SUGGESTED MATERIALS

- fishing rods (or other recycled material of similar characteristics)
- fishing nets, recycled (or other recycled textiles such as from hammocks)

- ropes or wires for sewing and knotting
- small components such as fishing hooks for details
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